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Let G be a locally compact group (=locally compact Hausdorff topological

group). By the measure algebra M{G) of G, we mean the Banach *-algebra of

bounded regular Borel measures on G. By the group algebra L1(G) of G, we mean

the algebra of (equivalence classes of) complex-valued functions on G, summable

with respect to the Haar measure on G.

Recently work has been done on the problem of characterizing those Banach

algebras which are isometric and isomorphic to group algebras or measure alge-

bras. In particular, Rieffel [6] has obtained characterizations of M(G) and L1(G)

for G abelian, and Greenleaf [4] has characterized /-'(G) for G compact.

The main result of this paper is Theorem 1, which characterizes those Banach

algebras which are isomorphic and isometric to measure algebras. For definitions

and basic results regarding M(G) the reader is referred to [5], and for results con-

cerning topological vector spaces to [1].

This paper formed a portion of the author's Ph.D. thesis at McMaster University.

The author is grateful to Professor Taqdir Husain for his direction and assistance.

Theorem 1. Let Abe a Banach algebra, S its unit ball, and Ss the set of extreme

points of S. Suppose that

(1) there is a Banach space E such that A is the dual of E,

(2) for each x in A, the mappings y\-^- xy andy    yx are a(A, E)-continuous,

(3) if xe A is such that xy = 0 for all y in A, then x = 0,

(4) if xe SE, then the mapping yh+xy is an isometry of A onto itself,

(5) SE u {0} is a(A, Enclosed,

(6) there is a nonzero multiplicative linear functional p on A with the following

properties: if G = {x e Se : p(x)= 1} then

(i) for each f in E there is a g in E such that x{g) = x(f)~ {the complex con-

jugate of x(f)) for all x in G,

(ii) for f g e E, there is an h e E such that x(h) = x(f)x(g) for all x eG.

Then G is a locally compact group in the relative <j{A, E)-topology and A is isomorphic

and isometric to M(G). IfS£ is a(A, E)-closed then G is compact. G is unique to within

topological isomorphism. Conversely if G is a locally compact group then M(G)

satisfies (l)-(6).

Proof. We begin by showing that the measure algebra of a locally compact

group satisfies (l)-(6). It is well known that M{G) is the dual of C0(G) (the Banach
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space of continuous complex-valued functions which "vanish at infinity"). Thus

(1) is satisfied. By Proposition 1 of [7], (2) is satisfied. M(G) has a unit; consequently

(3) holds.

For x in G let ex be the Dirac measure at x, and let Gs be the set of all Dirac

measures in M(G). GEa is homeomorphic to G where a is the relative o(M(G), C0(G))-

topology. Let Fbe the complex numbers of absolute value 1. By Proposition 3 of

[7], TGe = S\ and an easy calculation shows that (4) is satisfied. If G is compact,

then, since Gl is homeomorphic to G and T is compact, it follows that Ss is

<j(M(G), C0(C7))-compact and hence <r(M(G), C0(G))-closed. If G is not compact, let

C7°° be the one point compactification of G. If (xj : je J) is a net in G"° which

converges to co, then /(xy)-> 0 for each / in C0(G) so that eXj_Z>Q. Thus the

mapping xh> ex has a continuous extension to G°° and this extension is one-one

and therefore a homeomorphism of G" onto G£ u {0}. Thus TGe u {0} = SS u {0} is

a(M(G), C0(G))-compact and hence <r(M(G), C0(G))-closed. Thus (5) is satisfied.

We now show that (6) is satisfied. For this let p be the linear functional on M(G)

defined by p(ix)=jx(G). It follows easily that p is multiplicative. Note that Gs

= {fi e Se : p(fx)=l}. Thus, choosing/" (the complex conjugate of/) for g, (i) is

satisfied, (ii) is satisfied since C0(G) is an algebra.

We now prove the direct statements of the theorem. We shall divide the proof

into a number of assertions.

I. A has a unit u; u e Ss and S£ is a group.

Since A is the dual of a Banach space, Ss is not empty. Let x e Se. Then by (4)

the mapping Tx defined by Txy=xy is an isometry of A onto itself, hence T;1 exists

and is an isometry. Put u = Tx1x; it follows that u is a left unit, and it is easily seen

using (3) that u is a unit and |Jm|| = 1. Kakutani has shown that the unit of a Banach

algebra is necessarily in Se. To show that Se is a group it suffices to show that if

x e A, and the mapping Tx: y t-> xy is an isometry of A onto itself, then x e Ss. For

this, suppose that y, z e S and x=ay+(l — a)z, 0<a< 1. Then u = aTx1y +

(l—a)Tx~1z. Since Tx is an isometry, F"1 is also an isometry, consequently Tx1y,

Tx1z e S, and since u e SE, we therefore have y=z=x.

II. For any x e Ss,p(x)~ =p(x~1) and \p(x)\ = 1.

Since p is a multiplicative linear functional on a Banach algebra with a unit w,

we have p(u)= 1 and ||/j|| = 1. Let xeSs. Then |/>(x)|^l, and, since x~1eSe,

\p(x'1)\^l. If \p(x)\ < l.thenp(u)=p(xx~1)= \p(x)\ ik*-1)! < 1, an absurdity, so

that |/?(x)| = l. Then p(x)p(x)~ = 1 =p(xx~1)=p(x)p(x~1) and therefore p{x)~

=p(x'1).

We now topologize G with the relative a(A, E)-topology and, with respect to this

topology, show that G is a locally compact group.

III. G is a locally compact group and, if Se is a(A, F)-closed, G is compact.

Let Fbe the complex numbers of absolute value 1, and consider the mapping g

of Fx G into S£ defined by g(a, x) = ax. It is easily verified that this mapping is

one-one and onto. Let S% be Se taken with the relative a{A, £)-topology. Since g is
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the restriction to Tx G of the mapping (a, x) -> ax of C x A„ -> Aa, it follows that g

is continuous. It is easily verified that g is open, and consequently a homeomor-

phism of Tx G onto S£a. By (5) S£ u {0} is a(A, £)-closed, consequently, since S is

a(A, £)-compact, S£ u {0} is a{A, £)-compact. Therefore S£c is locally compact.

Since Tx G is homeomorphic to S£0, G is locally compact. Clearly if S£ is a(A, in-

closed then G is compact. By (2) multiplication is a(A, £)-continuous in each

variable separately so, by a theorem of Ellis [3], G is a locally compact group.

For fe £, let /be the function on G defined by f{x) = x{f).

IV. /i->/is a norm decreasing linear mapping of E into C0(G).

It is clear that this mapping is linear and, since ||x|j^l for x in G, we have

I fix) I ̂  || /1| so that || /1| g || /1|. Note that/is continuous. To show that/is in C0(G),

first note that if S£a is compact then G is compact so that C0(G) = C(G). If G is not

compact then Ss is not compact, so that 0 is a a(A, £)-adherence point of SE

(since S£ u {0} is a(A, £)-compact). Now let £>0 be given and suppose /^0.

Clearly U={x e A : \x(f)\<e} n (Se u {0}) is an open a(A, £)-neighborhood of 0

in S€ u {0} so that W=SS\U is compact in Ss. Since Fx G is homeomorphic to Se,

g~l{W) is compact in TxG. Let K be the image of g'1(W) by the projection

mapping TxG G, then K is compact in G. Thus for /e£, we have found a

compact set K such that |/(x)| < e for x $ K because G\K^ U.

V. Let £ be the image of £ in C0(G) under the mapping f^f. E is dense in

If for x,ye G,f(x)=f(y) for all fe £, then x(f)=y(f) for all/e £; hence x=y,

so that £ separates the points of G. If x e G, then x ̂  0, so there is an/e £ such that

x(/)^0, i.e., /(x)#0. Thus, given x e C7, we can find an fe £ such that /(x)^0.

Further, for any fe E, by (6)(i), there is a g e E such that x(g) = x(f)~ ; i.e., £(x)

=/(x)~ for all x e C7. By (6)(ii), £ is a subalgebra of C0(G). Thus £ is a subalgebra

of C0(G) which separates the points of G, does not vanish at any point of G, and

is closed under complex conjugation; hence the Stone-Weierstrass theorem applies,

and we may conclude that £ is dense in C0(C7).

Let 6 be the adjoint of the mapping of /k>/, i.e., #/".(/) = /x(/) for /x e C0(C7)'

= M(G) and/e £ Note that 6sx = x, so that by the linearity of 6 we have

VI. 6 is a norm decreasing one-one linear mapping of M(G) into A, and 6 is

continuous as a mapping of M(G)!7 into Aa.

This follows from IV, V, and the general properties of adjoint mappings.

Let SM be the unit ball of M(G).

VII. (SM)„ is homeomorphic to Sa, and 6 is an isometry of M(G) onto A.

Since (S*),, is compact, and 8 is one-one and continuous, to prove the first

assertion, it suffices to show that 6(SM) = S. By VI, 6(SM) £S so it suffices to show

that 8(SM) 2 5. For this let x e S, then since S is convex and ct(^, £)-compact, the

C0(G).

(*)
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Krein-Milman theorem [1, Chapitre 2] applies and there is a net (x, : jeJ) such

thatx, "> xandxy=2i"ii ßu*u> where za'=i au= 1> >0 and the xtJ are extreme

points of the unit ball in A. Putting yij=xUi/p{xu,), we have yUj e G for any

Considering fi/=2?ii ß|,y/>(*u)evu we see tr,at Pi's an element of the unit ball SM

of M(G) for each j and 7>,=Xj by (*). Since SM is <r(A/(G), C0(G))-compact, there

is a it e 5M and there is a subnet £ (ft,) such that ttJ(i) it. Since 0 is continuous

as a map of M(G)„ into ^ we have that 0it;(i)_!> 0/t. (x,(1)) s (x,), and ö/tJ(j)=xy(i)_^.x,

it follows that 0p = x. This shows 0 maps SM onto 5 and hence is a homeomdrphism

because SM and S are compact. Hence 0 maps A/(G) onto A.

To show that 0 is an isometry suppose there is a it e A/(G) such that ||0it|| < |jit|j.

Since SM is mapped onto S and 0 is one-to-one, Thus \\n\\ = ||0-10it||

g |!0it|| < Iit||, a contradiction.

Finally in order to show that A is isometric and isomorphic to M(G), we have to

show the following:

VIII. For ft, Ae M{G), 0(it * X)=8p0X.

First let /t, A e F(the linear span of the Dirac measures). Then ft = 2"=i aiext and

A=2f=i bteyt, where af, bt are complex numbers. We have

Tt     fft Tt rrt

p *A = 2 2     *£^= 2 2
l=l(=l i=l;=l

so that by (*);

(j)      % * a) = 2 2      = (2 a**0(2 M = (w*)-
i=i j=i

Now let /t, A e A/(G), then by Proposition 1 of [7] there are nets (it, : j e /),

(Afc : /c e K) in F such that /ty_^. /t and Afc_^ A. Then since multiplication in A/(G) is

separately a(A/(G), C0(G))-continuous, we have it * A = lim,- (lim* it,- * Afc). Since 8

is continuous M{G)„ ->     we have

0(it * A) = lim 0/1im fty * Akj = lim /lim 0(ity * AJj

= lim /lim 0fXj0Xk^

by the (*) above. By hypothesis (2) of the theorem, multiplication in A is o(A, E)-

continuous in each variable separately, thus lirn, (limfc TjXjTXk) = lirn, Tp}TX = TpTX

which proves the assertion.

Thus A is isometric and isomorphic to A/(G). The uniqueness of G is a con-

sequence of Theorem 1 of [7].

We now examine those Banach algebras which satisfy conditions (l)-(5) of

Theorem 1. We begin with some preliminary results. The following proposition is

due to Greenleaf, and has appeared in [4] in a less general form.

Proposition 1. Let E be a Banach space and let n be a <j(E', E)-closed subspace

of the dual E' of E. Let tt be the canonical mapping E' -> E'/N; then tt maps the unit

ball of E' onto the unit ball of E'/N.
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Proof. Since A is o-(£", F^closed, N is norm closed so that E'/N is a Banach

space with the norm of an element tt{x) given by

(1) |Kx)l-=inf{||*+«|| :neN}^ H-

Hence ||x|| g 1 implies \\rr(x)\\ ̂  1, i.e. tt maps the unit ball of E' into the unit ball of

E'/N. To show that n is onto, let tt(x)eE'/N with ||7r(x)||^l. By (1) there are

Xj £ x + N such that

^ Hx)\\ + llj\\x\\,     j= 1,2,....

The sequence (x, : /'=1,2,_) is then norm bounded and therefore contained in a

cr(E', F)-compact subset of E'. Thus there is a y e E" and a subsequence (xm) £ (xy)

such that xm_l>y. Since A and hence x + N are o-(£", F)-closed, yex + N and

therefore 7r(y) = 7r(x). Since the norm is o-(E', E) lower semicontinuous, we have

|| _y || ̂ lim inf \xm\ ^ ||tt(x)|| ^ 1. Thus for each element tt(x) of the unit ball of

E'/N there is an element y of the unit ball of E' such that Tr(y) = Tr(x).

The next proposition is also due to Greenleaf [4] in the case where G is a compact

group. It should be noted that our proof is new and somewhat simpler than his.

Proposition 2. Let G be a locally compact group; N a o(M(G), C0{G))-closed

two-sided ideal in M(G); Se (resp. Sn) the set of extreme points of the unit sphere of

M(G) (resp. M{G)/N), and tt the canonical mapping M{G) -> M(G)/N. Then
Tr(Se) = S".

Proof. We first show that S^c^s*). Recall that M(G)/N can be identified with

the dual of A0 the polar of A in C0(G), [1, Chapitre IV]. If G is not compact, let G"

be the one point compactification of G, and if G is compact put Gco = G. Consider

A0 £ C(G°°); A0 is o-(C0(G), A/(G))-closed and hence norm closed. Let /x £ S\ then

by [2, V.8.6], there is a complex number c, |c| = 1 and an x in G such that /*(/)

= cex(f) for / in N°, and this means that cex e 7r_1(/n). By [7, Proposition 3]

cex eSe, thus S"^tt(Se).

If p £ Ss, then the mapping A h> p * A is an isometry of M(G) onto itself and it

follows that 77(/x) has the analogous property in M{G)/N since tt is norm decreasing,

ft follows as in the proof of I of Theorem 1 that tt(jj.) is in S*. Thus tt(Sc) = S".

Theorem 2. Let A be a Banach algebra which satisfies conditions (1) to (5) of

Theorem 1. Then there is a locally compact group G, and a a(M{G), C0(G))-closed

two-sided ideal N in M(G) such that A is isometric and isomorphic to M(G)/N.

Conversely if A is a ct(M(G), C0(G))-closed two-sided ideal in M(G), then M(G)/N

satisfies (1) to (5).

Proof. Let S and Se be as in Theorem 1, and take G to be S£, then G is a locally

compact group (see the proof of Theorem 1). For fin E, let /be the function on G

given by f(x) = x(f). Then/n-/is a norm decreasing linear mapping of Finto C0(G)

(see the proof of IV in Theorem 1). Let 9 be the adjoint of/m*/, then we have that 8

is a norm decreasing and continuous linear mapping of M(G)„ onto A„. The argu-

ments to show that 8{jx * A) = fytöA and 6(SM) = S are similar (and easier) than those
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used in the proofs of VII and VIII of Theorem 1. Now let 7V = ker 8, then TV is a

weakly closed two-sided ideal in M(G). Let tt be the canonical mapping M{G)

-> M(G)/N and let 8' be the mapping M(G)/N^A such that 9=9' °tt. Clearly 8'

is one-one and onto. We now show that 9' is an isometry. By Proposition 1,

tt(5m) is the unit sphere in M(G)/N and since 9(SM) = S we have 9'(tt(Sm)) = S, i.e.,

8' maps the unit sphere of M(G)jN onto the unit sphere of A. Thus :£ 1 and

||0'-1|^1, and this means that 9' is an isometry (see the calculation used in the

proof of Theorem 1). This completes the proof of the first assertion.

Now let N be a <j(M(G), C0(G))-closed two-sided ideal in M(G). We shall show

that M(G)/N satisfies (1) to (5) of Theorem 1. M(G)/N may be identified with the

dual of N°. Since N° is a(C0(G), M(G))-closed in C0(G), N° is norm closed and

therefore a Banach space. Thus (1) is satisfied. To show that (2) is satisfied note that

since N° is o-(C0(G), A/(G))-closed and since N00 = N, the v(M(G)/N, 7v"°)-topology

equals the quotient weak topology on M{G)jN. Thus it suffices to show that for

A e M(G)/N, the mapping p. i-> Xp is continuous in the quotient weak topology and

this is true because the quotient of a topological algebra is a topological algebra.

Let Ss (resp. S") be the set of extreme points of the unit ball of M(G) (resp.

M(G)/N). Let /i e S", then by Proposition 2 there is a p e Ss such that Tr(p)=p.

It follows that (3) and (4) are satisfied. To show that S" u {0} is <r(M(G)/N, iV0)-

closed, note that tt is weakly continuous, hence since SE u {0} is weakly compact,

and since ir(Se)=S*; Tr(Se u {0}) = 5,n u {0} is e(M(G)/N, iV°)-compact and hence

a(M(G)/N, 7V°)-closed, so that (5) is satisfied.

Remark. We now give an example of a Banach algebra satisfying conditions

(l)-(5) of Theorem 1 but which does not satisfy (6). Let T be the circle group and

Then TV is a a(M(T), C(r))-closed ideal, so that by Theorem 2, M(T)/N satisfies

(l)-(5). Since M(G)/N is also semisimple and commutative, there are multiplicative

linear functionals on M(T)/N. Let tt be the canonical mapping M(T) -> M(T)/N.

If there were a locally compact group G and an isometric isomorphism 9: M(T)/N

-> M(G) then 8 o 77 would be a norm decreasing homomorphism of M(T) onto

M(G). It is shown in [7; §4] that 8 ° tt(L1(T'))=L1(G). In [4; §2] Greenleaf has shown

that tt(L}(T)) is not isometrically isomorphic to the group algebra of any locally

compact group. Consequently M(T)/N cannot be the measure algebra of a locally

compact group.
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